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Cotton MCX (February) 

Fundamentals

Ÿ Looking at the present scenario of bearish fundamentals, it seems that cotton futures (February) will possibly witness more correction to test 

19990, if breaks 20500-20375 levels. While, any short covering may remain capped & face resistance near 20980 levels.

Ÿ Cotton was trading at Rs.4,310-4,390 per maund in Punjab. It was at Rs.4,330-4,435 per maund in Haryana. In upper Rajasthan, it quoted at Rs.4,300-

4,340/maund.

Ÿ The upside may remain capped on account of weak demand from both yarn mills and overseas markets. Presently, the export demand is sluggish as the 

prices being offered at around 74-75 cents per pound are higher as compared to the global market. Day’s ahead, the talks on US-China trade situations 

will give direction to the cotton prices in the international market.

Ÿ Chinese importers have reportedly renegotiated orders of Indian cotton yarn worth USD 400-500 million in the past few weeks.

Ÿ Indian exporters said importers, import agents and Chinese bankers have defaulted, renegotiated confirmed orders or even cancelled shipments and 

letters of credit on 10-12 contracts without assigning proper reasons.

Ÿ As per the latest international reports, for the year 2018-19, India will lose its ‘top cotton producer’ tag to China, which has shown improved yields with 

better farming practices.

Ÿ The International Cotton Advisory Committee (ICAC) recently stated that India’s cotton production is expected to dip by 7 per cent due to “insufficient 

rainfall” in growing regions, whereas production in China is expected to increase by about 1 per cent to 5.94 million tonnes. This means, “China will regain 

the ‘top producer’ title it lost to India in the 2015-16 season,” ICAC noted.

Ÿ As against India’s projected cotton yield of about 485-500 kg per hectare, China’s yield hovers around 1,755 kg.

Ÿ On the international market, cotton futures on ICE (March) is expected to witness consolidation in the range of 70-76 cents per pound. The 

market participants will trade cautiously throughout the month as no idea is getting clear on the U.S & China trade war.

Ÿ ICE cotton futures slipped touching their lowest level in nearly three weeks, hurt by a stronger dollar and uncertainty over the U.S.-China trade deal.

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	ResearchSource:	MCX
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Ÿ The unresolved trade dispute between U.S.-China was also weighing on the prices.

Ÿ A U.S. trade delegation will visit China in mid-February for a new round of talks.

Ÿ The US plans to increase tariffs on Chinese goods if the two sides fail to make progress on a trade deal by 1 March.The comments followed a report by a 

UN trade group on the impact of the US-China trade war.

Ÿ American cotton has dominated the global market for years. The U.S. trade war with China could soon challenge that.The spat that’s pitted the U.S., the 

world’s top exporter, against top buyer China has seen Brazil emerge as a winner.

Ÿ Brazilian shipments to China more than tripled in the second half of 2018 from a year earlier, according to government data.

Ÿ While China has been using up some of its state stockpiles in recent years, driving imports lower, the nation eventually will need to buy about 14 million to 

16 million bales annually

Ÿ While, slowing down of the global economy, particularly Chinese economy remained major concerns and as against this backdrop market is expecting a 

revision of cotton consumption in coming WASDE report on Feb 8.

Ÿ In the coming week, we may see prices under pressure due to rollover from March to May contract. At the same time market is expecting good export 

numbers and a downward revision in global crop estimate by USDA which will keep prices buoyant.
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Ÿ The unresolved trade dispute between U.S.-China was also weighing on the prices.

Ÿ A U.S. trade delegation will visit China in mid-February for a new round of talks.

Ÿ The US plans to increase tariffs on Chinese goods if the two sides fail to make progress on a trade deal by 1 March.The comments followed a report by a 
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Chana (March)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	ResearchSource:	NCDEX Closing	as	on	5th	February,	2019

Fundamentals

Ÿ Chana (March) is expected to take support near 4200-4165 levels, while on the contrary face resistance near 4300 levels. The counter is 

witnessing both lower level buying along with selling pressure by the market participants from higher levels. On one side, the sentiments are 

positive on the back of poor sowing & projections of lower output this Rabi season, whereas on the contrary continuous selling by the 

government agencies in the open market is keeping the upside capped. 

Ÿ Flour millers are active in purchasing chana due to cheaper prices and easy availability compared to White Pea.

Ÿ Chana prices remained more or less steady in the range of Rs.4250-4350 per quintal amid thin physical trade activity as per requirement. However, 

demand and sale counters in Chana dal and besan remained slackened. 

Ÿ New arrival has started in Maharashtra and Karnataka.

Ÿ Sentiments are still weak as arrivals of new crop are likely to improve and increased availability of the government stock and the rise in selling pressure of 

chana by the NAFED, especially in the states of Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan.

Ÿ Balance Stock of procured Chana with Nafed is 2074401.45 MT as on 31 January, 2019.

Forward curve of Chana futures Chana futures Seasonal Index

 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2

 3949 4079 4212 4342 4475

Ÿ Overall, ground reports suggest a downfall in the production of Rabi (June-September) pulses. India's Rabi pulses sowing was down by 5.75% as on 

February 1 to 153.35 lakh hectare vs 162.70 lakh hectare during the same period last year. Cold waves and untimely rains may further damage the 

standing crop.• In 2018-19, the production is likely to be 22 million tonnes, just enough to meet India’s requirement of 25 million tonnes, with a buffer stock 

of 36 lakh tonnes

Ÿ Ministry of Finance, Department of revenue on 31st January has asked commissioner of customs, Chennai to stop clearance of bill of entries pertaining 

to Yellow peas, Green peas, Dun peas, and Kaspa peas and not give OCC with immediate effect.

Ÿ Rajasthan 1st Advance Estimate for Rabi Crops: Chana: 21.63 LT V/s 16.30 LT Last Year.

Ÿ Madhya Pradesh Government Will Procure 27 Lakh Ton Of Chana, Masoor, Mustard Harvested In 2018-19 From March 11 For Three Month At MSP 

Under Price Support Scheme.

Ÿ Karnataka Second Advance Estimates 2018-19 Vs Fourth Advance Estimates 2017-18 (In LT). Tur:5.82 Vs 8.40 (-30.71%), Moong:1.38 Vs 1.28 

(+7.81%), Chana:5.23 Vs 7.21 (-27.46%).

Ÿ Centre Gave Permission To Purchase 16900 MT Moong & 58425 MT Urad In Tamil Nadu. Procurement Will Start From February 1.

Ÿ Tur, one of the key pulse growing regions in the state of Maharashtra, the season had begun barely a fortnight ago and arrivals were in the tune of 4,000-

5,000 quintals on a daily basis. Normally, this time arrivals were double, he said, adding that there could be a shortage this year, with reports of a 50% cut 

in the yield.
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Mentha oil (February)

Source:	Reuters	&	SMC	ResearchSource:	MCX Closing	as	on	5th	February,	2019

Fundamentals

Ÿ Mentha oil (February) is likely to remain stable & trade in a broader range of 1470-1670 levels. On the spot markets of Uttar Pradesh, mentha oil 

prices are ticking higher amid delayed sowing in the state is likely to trigger a “considerable dip” in the crop yield.

Ÿ As per reports, farmers are now worried as untimely rains and inclement weather conditions have dealyed the sowing in key producing belts. The 

production is likely to be badly affected if weather conditions don't improve in the next few days.

Ÿ Last year mentha oil production was at around 35,000 tonnes.

Ÿ Mentha oil prices in Chandausi, Sambhal and Rampur quoted at Rs.1,730/kg, Rs.1,750 and Rs.1,655, respectively.

Ÿ Market participants were earlier expecting rise in acreage in 2019 due to high returns the commodity gave in the past few years. The commodity offers 

good value proposition as the cost of production of mentha oil is below Rs.500 a kg, while the spice oil is consistently traded at Rs.1,500-1,800 a kg.

Ÿ Sowing of the spice crop, which was largely concentrated in Barabanki, Sambhal and Chandausi in Uttar Pradesh, spread to Punjab and Haryana a 

decade ago and is now seen in Bihar and Madhya Pradesh.

Ÿ With returns from major staple or cereal crops turning unviable, farmers in some areas of Madhya Pradesh are slowly taking recourse to mentha, due to 

lucrative returns in the last couple of years. 

Ÿ Currently, the demand is subdued for mentha oil. Exporters are also restraining themselves from buying, anticipating further correction in prices.

Ÿ India meets around 80 percent of the world natural mentha oil demand with its use in pharmaceutical, food safety, culinary, cosmetics, insecticides, scent 

and aromatherapy.

Ÿ Weak demand for mentha oil in domestic and overseas markets, high availability of stocks and talk of import of the synthetic variant will likely to keep 

prices subdued.

Ÿ Prices of mentha oil will start falling only when arrivals from Uttar Pradesh start coming into markets in May-Jun, as production will also rise a good 

amount this time.

Ÿ Traders see prices of mentha in spot markets falling to 1,000 rupees per kg by Jun-Jul, while prices on MCX could touch 800-900 rupees.
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during month of February

 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2

 1384 1474 1567 1656 1749
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